Validation of a MC software for the QA of patients
treated with modulated intensity photon beams
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Methods
SciMoCa was benchmarked against TPS Monaco and Pinnacle 3 in VMAT techniques,
based on MC and CCCS dose calculation algorithm respectively. All three software
were commissioned for same 6MV Elekta accelerator using same measurement set.
Fifty patients of six clinical classes (CNS, H&N, breast, lung, prostate and bone
metastasis) were randomly selected from clinical database and computed with all
algorithms using same calculation parameters. Dose accuracy was studied by
assessing isocenter point dose differences whi le dose distributions were evaluated
with statistics of2D-gamma analysis (%GP), metrics 3% I 3mm - TH10% [1 ,2].
Software performances were also compared with measurements relying on
ArcCHECK device to evaluate dose differences in a homogeneous phantom.
Comparison was performed with same setting as before.
A modulation factor, Fm• is introduced to verify whether there is a correlation between
complexity of treatment plan and %GP. Fm is defined as the ratio of prescribed MU
and dose (cGy) prescribed at isocenter [3] .

Results
On average, percentage point dose difference between TPS and SciMoCa is -1.8±1.8% (Monaco) and -0.5± 1.1% (Pinnacle 3), Figure l ; while for softwares to
ionization chamber measurements it is -0.6± 1.7%, 0.4± 1.4% and 0.8± 1.7% for Monaco, Pinnacle3 and SciMoCa, respectively. Figure 2.
Comparing SciMoCa dose distributions to those of Monaco and Pinnacle3, average passing-rates (3%-3mm absolute term), are 94.5±5.4% and 96.5±3.5%,
respectively. While for TPSs and SciMoCa to ArcCHECK measurements, passing-rates is 94.0±3.3%, 95.3±2.5% and 93.1±3.2% for Monaco, Pinnacle 3 and
SciMoCa, respectively.
The repeatability of the simulated dose is very high, within few %0. Considering a standard PC (CPU: Intel Core i7-6500U, 2.59GHz; RAM :1 6GB) the
calculation time is in the order of 30 minutes. It decreases as dose computation uncertainty increases and the same happens increasing dose grid resolution.
Plotting %GP against Fm, correlation and determination coefficients (Rr and R\dj respectively) are close to zero which means there is no identified correlation
between the two quantities. Figure 3.
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Figure I. Dose percentage differences between dose
computed with TPS (Monaco or Pinnacle3) and
SciMoCa. Percent difference in patient geometry is
plotted horizontally on the X axis, whi le in phantom
geometry is plotled vertically on the Y axis. Data
points are categorized by treatment planning system .
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Figure 2. Dose percentage differences between dose
calcu lated with TPS (Monaco or Pinnacl e3) and
SciM oCa, and dose measured with ionization chamber
in ArcCHECK. TPS vs. measurement percent
difference is plotted horizonially on the X axis, while
SciM oCa vs . measurement is plotted vertically on the
Y axis . Data points are categorized by treatment
plann ing system. Rp
= Pearson 's correlation
coefficient; R'/idi = adju sted detem1ination coefficient.
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Fig ure 3. Modulation factor as function of the gamma passing rate for the 4 types of
comparison: (a) SciMoCa vs. TPSs - Patient plans; (b) SciMoCa vs. TPSs - Phantom plans;
(c) T PSs vs . Measurements; (d) SciMoCa vs. Measurements .
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